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HiFuture Gravity Bluetooth Speaker (black)
Discover the power of sound with the HiFuture Gravity speaker, which boasts a total power output of up to 45 watts. It also supports TWS
technology and offers multicolor RGB backlighting, making it the perfect companion for any occasion. At the same time, it is IPX7 splash
resistant.  The  device  uses  Bluetooth  5.3,  thus  providing  reliable  transmission  over  distances  of  up  to  10  meters.  Its  operating  time
reaches  up  to  8  hours  on  a  single  charge,  and  its  operation  is  convenient  and  intuitive.  Take  it  anywhere  and  enjoy  high-end  sound
without limitations.
 
Nurture a passion for music
Fall in love with your favorite playlist even more. The Gravity model offers powerful stereo sound, made possible by a 30-watt woofer and
a 15-watt tweeter. As a result, you can fill  any room with crystal clear sound and deep bass. In addition, it is possible to combine two
Gravity speakers to achieve a stunning surround sound effect. Enrich every party and social gathering with fantastic sound quality with
HiFuture!
 
Fun with colorful backlighting
The HiFuture speaker provides dynamic RGB backlighting to add a visual touch to your party. The device also features a portable design,
so you can easily take it wherever you want. Create an unforgettable mood with your loved ones and transform any venue into a club
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dance floor.
 
8 hours with your favorite tunes
Play music for a long time. The HiFuture Grafity speaker is equipped with a 4,000 mAh battery that allows you to enjoy the sound of your
favorite tunes for up to 8 hours. Charging time is just 3.5 hours.
 
One-touch control
Conveniently pair the speaker, manage your music, pause or resume playback, and adjust the volume - all with a single touch in the right
place. Experience how easy it is!
 
Splashproof
Fulfill  your  dream of  having  the  perfect  pool  party.  The  Gravity  speaker  not  only  delivers  deep  bass  and  clarity  of  sound,  awakening
everyone's inner music lover, but it's also IPX7 water resistant. So you can take it with you anywhere - even to the edge of the pool to
enjoy your music unhindered.
 
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	Gravity
	Rated power 
	30 W +15 W
	Bluetooth version
	5.3	
	Bluetooth range
	up to 10 m
	Battery capacity
	4000 mAh
	Operating time
	up to 8 hours
	Charging time
	3.5 hours
	Charging port
	USB-C
	Waterproof
	IPX7
	Weight
	1735 g

Price:

Before: € 80.9955

Now: € 76.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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